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WIllIam Wells

Leeds Arts Ca1endar
The maintenance of a quarterly magazine is by no means a simple task

when the work involved has to be carried out by a comparatively small staff.
For the first three volumes we have been able to maintain a regular publication,
and a standard which, so far as we have been able to ascertain, satisfied the
majority of our readers. On this occasion, however, we must apologise for the
delay in publication which has been due to a variety of causes, not the least
of which has been the preparation of material.
We had hoped that after three years the circulation of this magazine would

have increased sufficiently to justify itself economically, thereby enabling us to
pay adequate fees to outside contributors. Unfortunately our circulation
remains more or less static, with the result that on each publication there is

a substantial loss to be borne by the Leeds Art Collections Fund and the
Corporation.
Although we feel that this loss is fully justified by the interest which the

magazine creates in Temple Newsam and the Art Gallery, it is obvious that
there is very little casual sale for it and that its influence is at present restricted.
In order to improve this situation the possibility of a change of policy has been
discussed.
One suggestion that it should have a more attractive cover is being adopted,

and we hope that the next number will appear in a cover specially designed
by a Leeds artist.
A second suggestion that there might be articles of more general interest,

not entirely confined to our own collections, is one which is at present under
consideration. So far the contributions have been restricted to our own
collections, and it might well be that general articles on various aspects of art
would appeal to a wider public, but there is always the argument that this
might defeat the original purpose.
Without increasing the cost considerably we cannot hope to maintain a

regular series of colour-reproductions. Through the generosity of owners of
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colour-blocks we have so far been able to borrow, or buy, electrotypes, but we
are rapidly exhausting this source of supply so far as our own pictures are
concerned. This also is an argument in favour of more general articles for
which colour-blocks might be borrowed. We do not wish to increase the
price though it may yet be found necessary to do so.
It is not always possible to publish strictly on the quarter date, with the

result that the Calendar of Events tends to serve a less useful purpose. II. may
be found necessary to eliminate this feature, and instead to circulate a separate
list of forthcoming events either monthly or bi-monthly. This would also
ensure more detailed and up-to-date information being given.
If any of our readers wish to OH'er suggestions or comments we shall be glad

to receive them.

Temple Newsclm Concert

At II a.m. on Wednesday, October 4th, during the week of the Leeds
Triennial Musical Festival, Peter Pears and Benjamin Britten will give a song
recital "Die Schone Miillerin" by Schubert in the Long Gallery at Temple
Newsam. Tickets are five shillings each and applications may now be sent to
The Secretary, Temple Newsam House.

PRELIAIINARY NOTICE

A CONFERENCE
ON

ART APPRECIATION IN YORKSHIRE
TEMPEST ANDERSON HALL YORK

SATURDAY I4TH OCTOBER I9go

MoRNING SESSIGN AI't Appl'ecIatlon an<I 'the Layman Ml'. W. E. WIIIIams c.B.E.
AFTERNooN SEssloN "Art Appreciation and the Artist" Mr. A. Dalby, H.M.I.

In each session a group of selecte<1 speakers will
present the problem from widely difFerent angles

Further information can be obtained from:
THE ARTS COUNCIL OF GREAT BRITAIN

6g/9 Cabinet Chambers
Lower Basinghall Street Leeds I

THE CONFEI<ENCE IS OPEN TO ALL INTFRFSTED PERSONS
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THE DUCHESS OF BURGUNDY AND CHILDREN SGHoor. oF MrcNARD c. Iyrr
Oil on canr!as 66 >c 6OP

BOUGHT> CORPORATION FUND 1950
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Quarterly Review

EXHIBITIONS IN RETROSPECT

Fernand Leger
The exhibition of paintings, drawings and lithographs by Fernand Leger,

held at the City Art Gallery, provoked a good deal of comment from the
critics of "modern" art. But by the more sophisticated it was regarded as a
trifle "passe," for Leger's uncompromising mechanisations seem to belong to
a bygone age when austerity manifested itself in box architecture, tubular steel
furniture and the hobble skirt. This is partly true for these works are an
expression of the time when there was widespread consciousness of the growing
domination of the machine. This fear of man's subordination to his mechanical
creations was very real, and never greater than during the first world war,
when the soldier became the servant of the great variety of mechanical contri-
vances for destruction.
Cubism, which had been developing in a variety of ways since the closing

years of the last century, might have been prophetic of this attitude of mind,
for in the hands of artists like Leger it became the ideal style for expressing
this relationship between man and machine.
In this exhibition, which showed all aspects of Leger's work from 1905—I948,

the most expressive were those which belonged to the t g t4—t 8 period. Such
pictures as Still Life zuith Open Boob, tgt4, and Card Players, tgty, are alive with
the intensity and excitement of a newly-realized truth. But in the large
Mother and Child of tg22 one feels that the intensity and emotionalism has
already been replaced by placid resignation. The basic geometrical shapes,
applicable equally to man or machine, have been full realized. A common
pictorial denominator has been found to reconcile these previously conflicting
forms, the natural and the manufactive. But they are static forms, and only
colour remains to enliven and intensify them. Although at first Leger's
brilliant colours merely accentuate the simplicity of his forms, he later uses
them with great decorative effect as in The Gioconda and the Eeys of tg3o, which,
purely for its decorative qualities, proved to be one of the most favoured
pictures in the exhibition.
Whether Leger's later works will have any permanent significance except

as decorations of a period cannot be prophesied. But there is no doubt that in
his conscious striving to find (as he puts it) "...a new realism,... quite
different from the preceding plastic conceptions," he has discovered a kind of
up-to-date shorthand method of expressing fundamental forms which belongs
essentially to our day and age. The Three Sisters, tg48, is characteristic of this
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THE CARD PLAYERS (1917) Oil on canvas 76 x 5of
BV KIND PFRMISSION OF THE RIJKSMUSEUM KRULLER—MULLER> OTTERLO, HOLLAND

FERNAND LEGER



SEDAN CHAIR Height 68" Width (front) 28" Width (side) 86" Probably FRENGH c. I 75o
Ex. COll. SIR JEREMIAH COLMAN~ BART.

GIVEN BY LADY MARTIN I950
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desire to dispense with realistic drawing and to substitute an elemental symbol
for the human form.

The Burrell Collection
We were fortunate in being able to show the nineteenth century paintings

from the Burrell collection at Temple Newsam. The exhibition served to give
some indicAtion of the quality of Sir William's great gift to Glasgow as well
as to provide unprecedented opportunity for studying the work of some of the
outstanding French painters of the last century.
The vast accumulation of pictures, sculpture, tapestries, furniture, silver

and ceramics which Sir William Burrell has brought together, and now
presented to the City of Glasgow, forms one of the greatest private collections
of our age. Many museums have benefited temporarily from Sir William's
generosity, and at Temple Newsam we still retain on loan some fine examples
of sixteenth and seventeenth century furniture which during the last ten years
have added considerably to the interest of the house.
It is characteristic of every part of this collection that only the best was

good enough for this great connoisseur. When collecting pictures of the
nineteenth century French school, he selected not only the greatest masters
but also the finest procurable examples of their work. It was not an exhibition
which illustrated any particular aspect of the history of painting. There were
Impressionists, pre-Impressionists and post-Impressionists, but one felt instinc-
tively that each picture had been chosen for its own sake, and to satisfy a
personal taste. It was the collection of an individual collector, not of the
scholar. There were certainly popular names and popular pictures, but there
were also very lovely things by some lesser-known painters. Who, but a person
of great taste, would have bought the delightful little Bonvin, Still Life upwith

Pears, which was, without doubt, one of the highlights of the exhibition.
Bonvin is not one of the great names in nineteenth century painting and, but
for such discriminating collectors as Sir William, might have remained com-
pletely obscured under the shadow of his great colleague Ribot.
For some visitors it was a delight to see in actuality pictures that they had

only known through reproductions. We tend to like what we know, and the
present popularity of the Impressionists and post-Impressionists has been
created by the numerous colour-reproductions which are on sale everywhere.
How far from the original these can be was proved by the reactions of. many
people to Degas'he Dancing Class and Cezanne's isola's House at Medan. One
heard often the remark "I prefer the reproduction" and one realized how
dangerous the cheap substitute can be. The taste of many people is based on
the colour-reproduction which can never convey the true spirit of a work of
art. We must base our judgment on personal experience of the original, and
we should be eternally grateful to such collectors as Sir William for giving us
the opportunity of so doing.
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CANDLESTAND c. I76o Carved and painted wood, 6a" high
From HAGLEY HALL WORCESTERSHIRE

BOUGHT, CORPORATION FUND I950

Attr. to THGMAs JQHNsoN
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RECENT ACQUISITIONS

Although acquisitions have not been numerous, we have acquired two

outstandingly important pieces. The first of these is an elaborately carved

candlestand attributed to Thomas Johnson and made about t76o as one of a

pair for Lord Lyttelton at Hagley Park. Until recently these two carved and

painted candlbstands were attributed to Thomas Chippendale owing to their

resemblance to an engraved design dated i76o in the Director. The revised

attribution is due to the researches of Ralph Edwards and Margaret Jourdain

published in their joint work on the "Georgian Cabinet Makers" where it is

shown that the engraving in the Director is a free adaptation of a design

published by Thomas Johnson in t 758 which resembles the two candlestands

even more closely. Of all the English designers of this period, Johnson is the

freest and most bizarre. Our candlestand (the other has been acquired by the

Victoria and Albert Museum) now stands in the Long Gallery at Temple

Newsam opposite the pair of gilt girandoles which were probably originally

intended for their present position and have been attributed on account
ot'heir

fantastic design to Thomas Johnson whose style was frequently marked

by the introduction of realistic human and animal motives.

Though of less historic interest, the sedan chair which Lady Martin has so

generously added to her many gifts to Temple Newsam, is a particularly fine

and well-preserved piece, The front, sides and back bear painted scenes

showing ladies and gentlemen in the guise of monkeys painted on a lacquer

ground. It is probably French of the middle of the eighteenth century.

The second of our more important acquisitions is a painting by Gericault

called 7he Frightened Horse which was formerly in the possession of the Earl of

Listowel. Gericault, who died in t8zg at the age of thirty-three, is one of the

unique figures in the history of western painting, more especially as the fore-

runner of Delacroix who pays homage to him in his Journal. He painted only

one picture which showed his powers in a large composition comprising many

figures—7he Raft of the Medusa which was exhibited at the Salon in t8tg and

is now looked upon as a milestone in the development of romantic as opposed

to classical painting. Gericault was primarily an animal painter and especially

a painter of horses which he loved for themselves and to ride as well as to

paint. He visited England and he was doubtless familiar with the works of

the English animal painter, Stubbs, who also treated the theme of "the

frightened horse," though on a much more prosaic, less melodramatic level.

The same subject was later treated by Delacroix who, like Gericault, was a

profound admirer of Rubens.
The portrait of the Duchess of Burgundy and Children was acquired at the

Cliffe Castle sale. Hitherto it has been ascribed to Pierre Mignard who died

in t6gg. The duchess was married at the age of twelve in t6g7. Her youngest

child (later Louis XV) was born in

Igloo,

and both she and the elder of the
t'tcontinued on Page z t
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A Leeds Artist

PHIL MAY

WILLIAM WELLS

"Black and white art is summed up in two
words—Phil May." Whistler did not often
flatter public opinion by agreeing with it. In
this case he seems to have been voicing his own
opinion and that of the man in the street at the
same time. But while May's work continued
to be esteemed by artists after his death, it was
rapidly forgotten by the general public. In his
hey-day, his name had become a synonym for
a comic drawing, but when compiling his

biography some thirty years after his death,
'

', .
P'amesThorpe found that it had ceased to have

any associations even in places which had once
been his haunts. In Leeds, his birthplace, it has
been kept green by the two special exhibitions
of his work in igi3 and I936 and the seventy
drawings in the permanent collections which until t939 were usually on show

in the Art Gallery. Another exhibition of his drawings will be arranged in the
near future.
It is difficul, perhaps impossible, to say anything about Phil May which

has not been better said by the late James Thorpe in his biography of the
artist originally published in i932 and re-issued in a shorter form but with
some additions in the Art & Technics series in i948. All the facts and most
of the sentiments in the following account are derived from that excellent
book. In the later version most of the anecdotes about May's life, more
especially his night life, have been omitted. Though doubtless inevitable this

is to be regretted on the whole for many of them as told by Mr. Thorpe are
extremely funny and presumably true. May, for example, desperately anxious
to obtain a peace offering for Lilian, hammering at the door of the reluctant
fishmonger in the early hours of the morning (" 'Goo'ight be blowed!'nd
the assault on the door was redoubled. 'Come down! Got a fowl? Pair

o'ucks?Bit o'almon? Must have something! ') and having made his entry,
floundering back to his cab with a congereel which once home he triumphantly
laid at the feet of his beloved wife. Nevertheless, the greater part of the first

book has survived. There is, for example, this description of his appearance:
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ARTS Cj-'i

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30: SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

AUGUST 12 to
SEPTEMBER 2 PICASSO AU MIDI

An exhibition arranged by the Arts Council of the latest work by
Picasso carried out in the south of France. It includes paintings,
bronzes and ceramics.

OCTOBER 20 to
NOVEMBER 19 CHILDREN'S ART

This is the third National Exhibition of Children's Art organized
by the Sunday Pictorial and the second held in the Art Gallery.

Statuary Gallery
SEPTEMBER 25

to
OCTOBER 7 OLD BOYS'OOK CLUB EXHIBITION

Boys'agazines of half a century ago

Picture of the Month
JULY LUIS MORALES

Pieta from Ledston Hall

AUGUST School of MIGNARD
The Duchess of Burgundy and Children from Cliffe Castle

SEPTEMBER Attributed to PHILIPPE MERCIER
Children of the 1st Lord Granthant from Newby Hall

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS, 11-30 to 6-15

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
(date to be
arranged)

PERMANENT COLLECTION
A selection of 18th, 19th and 20th century English and French
Paintings.

PAINTINGS FROM TbIE HALIFAX GIFT
In 1948 the Earl of Halifax gave about forty paintings which he
had inherited from Mrs. Meynell Ingram. A number of these
works have been cleaned and restored during the past year.
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CALENDAR

SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS

Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Batley, Bagshaw Gallery
Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall
York, Art Gallery
Rotherham, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Keighley, Art Gallery

Francis Dodd Memorial Fxhibition
Paintings from Woburn Abbey

Pictures from the Del Monte collection
Paintings by James Arundel and Frank Brearley

Society of London Painter Printers
Berthe Morisot

Rotherham Society of Artists
Period Interiors

New English Art Club (1950)
William Rothenstein Memorial Exhibition

Pastel Society Exhibition
Art for All
Gothic Art

Keighley Arts Club

AUGUST
to Aug. 19
to Aug. 19
to Aug. 26
to Aug. 26
to Aug. 27
to Sept. 9
August

Aug. 3 to Sept. 13
Aug. 5 to Sept. 10
Aug. 5 to Aug. 26
Aug. 5 to Sept. 2
Aug. 12 to Sept. 2
Aug. 15 to Oct. 21
Aug. 19 to Sept. 10

Rotherham, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Scarborough, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Batley, Bagshaw Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Keighley, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Batley, Bagshaw Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery

Francis Dodd Memorial Exhibition
Watercolours from the

Victoria and Albert Museum
Scarborough Art Society

Royal Academy 1950 Selections
English Mediaeval Alabasters

Paintings by Gerald Squire
Harrogate and District Local Artists

Bradford Arts Club
Mural Society Exhibition

Decorative Woven Textiles
Society of Marine Artists

Richard Wilson
Pictures of the Grand Tour

Ruskin Memorial Exhibition
Yorkshire Embroidery

Marion Richardson Memorial Exhibition
South African Art

SEPTEMBER
September

Sept. 1 to Oct. 15
Sept. 1 to Sept. 30
Sept. 2 to Sept. 23
Sept. 2 to Oct. 30
Sept. 2 to Sept. 23
Sept. 2 to Sept. 24
Sept. 9 to Oct. 29
Sept. 16 to Oct. 7
Sept. 16 to Oct. 30
Sept. 16 to Oct. 15
Sept. 27 to Mar. 30
Sept. 27 to Nov. 8
Sept. 30 to Oct. 14
Sept. 30 to Oct. 15
Sept. 30 to Oct. 21
Sept. 30 to Oct. 31

Rotherham, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery

Scarborough, Art Gallery
Batley, Bagshaw Gallery

National Society 1950
Huddersfield Art Society
Old English Watercolours

William Rothenstein Memorial Exhibition
New Acquisitions

Hispano Moresque and Italian Maiolica
and Stained Glass

Portraits of Children
Paintings by Charles Murray

OCTOBER
October
Oct. 7 to Nov. 4
Oct. 7 to Nov. 14
Oct. 14 to Nov. 4
Oct. 18 to Nov. 21

Oct. 21 to Nov. 30
Oct. 28 to Nov. 18
Oct. 28 to Nov. 25
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"May was slightly above average height, perhaps about five feet eight, with
a slight figure and something of the appearance of an intellectual groom, to
which his fondness for wearing riding costume contributed. He had exquis-
itely beautiful and delicate hands, and his keen, alert face, with straight
smooth fringe, grey discerning eyes and firm mouth, is very well known in his
many drawings of himself, which are always excellent portraits." Many of
May's original remarks such as his comment on Shannon's portrait of him-"a perfect masterpiece, my boy: he hasn't missed a single pimple"—
and his answer to a friend asking him why he did not do some more serious
work "Ah, if you'e going to be serious, you'e got to be so dam'ood"—
have also survived in the new version. His reply to a group of men discussing
who was the better artist, Keene or May, given in the first book as "I am, of
course, Keene's dead!" in the later version has been altered to: "Keene is the
daddy of us all." The second book, like the first, is divided into two parts,
one dealing with "the man" and one with "the draughtsman" and it is
supplemented by a list of books illustrated by Phil May, which takes the place
of the fuller iconography included in the first book, and there is a new selection
of plates.
Philip William May was born at 66 Wallace Street, New Wortley, Leeds,

on the 2and April, 186', the seventh child of a family of eight, the second of
three sons, one of whom is still living. His father, the son of a landowner and
squire of Whittington near Chesterfield in Derbyshire, was apprenticed to the
firm of George and Robert Stephenson, but his career was unsuccessful and
at the time of Phil May's birth, he was assistant manager of an engineering
works at New Wortley, his own business in I.ondon having failed. He seems
to have had a taste for water colour painting and for reading. His death in
t873 left his widow and three surviving children to struggle on as best they
could. She was the daughter of an Irish theatrical manager who at the time
of her marriage was managing the Theatre Royal in Newcastle. Her sisters,
or rather half-sisters, both became actresses and one of them married Robert
Honnor, lessee of Sadler's Wells Theatre, who was on friendly terms with
Dickens and other literary and theatrical celebrities. Phil May's mother lived
with this sister and her husband for a time as a girl.
In later life Phil May is reputed to have said that he could not remember

a time when he did not draw. At an early age he made copies of drawings
in Punch and Fun and as a schoolboy he won a T-square and a drawing-board
as a prize for drawing. Leaving school before he was thirteen, he tried various
jobs of no consequence such as dusting pianos in Archibald Ramsden's music
store for half-a-crown a week, but soon found a more congenial field of activity
behind the scenes at the Grand Theatre in Leeds, mixing paints for the scene-
painters and drawing the portraits of the actors and actresses which he was
occasionally able to sell. He also did some costume designs and when he was
fourteen contributed drawings to two local weekly comic papers.
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HENRY THOMPSON PHIL MAY
Pencil 8$ x 5$

GIVEN BY PHIL MAY MEMORIAL COMMITTEE 192I

THE CONNOTSSEUR PHIL MAY (i86' Igog)
Pencil 8 x 5$ Signed: Phxl May Igoo

GIVEN BY MRS. BLANCHE LEIGH I986



For a time he aspired to become an actor and for two or more years he
toured with a theatrical company playing a variety of parts, before returning
to Leeds in i882 to design the dresses for the pantomime. Here he probably
met Henry Irving whose acting had previously held him spellbound. A few
months later he went to London where for nearly a year he led a miserable
hand to mouth existence before gaining an introduction to the editor of a
weekly paper for which he did some portraits and caricatures. This lead to a
more important commission from the editor of the St. Stephen's Review, who
was planning an illustrated Christmas number for which Phil May, after a
temporary disappointment, completed all the drawings as well as the cover
and cartoons in a week.
Other commissions followed and when in the spring of r885 the Revietv

became an illustrated paper, Phil May was appointed a regular member of
the staff. The same year, feeling himself securely established, he married
"Lilian," the widow of a Mr. Charles Farrar and owner of a confectioner's
shop opposite the Grand Theatre in Briggate. They settled in rooms in
Bedford Street off Covent Garden, where he continued to work for the review
and two other illustrated papers as a free-lance. In the autumn he was offered
a post as cartoonist for the Australian Sydney Bulletin which, after some
hesitating and bargaining, he finally accepted at a salary of thirty pounds
a week.
They sailed for Australia on r ith November, r885, and for three years he

shared almost the whole burden of illustrating the Bulletin with one other
artist. A selection of the nine hundred or so drawings which he produced for
this paper were later republished under the title Phil Map in Australia. This
period of strenuous creative work was followed by one of relative calm passed
in Italy and France at the expense of a wealthy Australian who thought that
Rome and Paris would have an improving effect on May's art. In Paris,
where he shared a studio with a landscape painter, Henry Thompson, and
his friends included William Rothenstein and Charles Conder, he acquired a
stock of painter's materials but fortunately stuck to the type of work he had
mastered.
Back in London, May again worked for the St. Stephen's Revietv for which

in r89o he contributed a serial called "The Parson and the Painter" which
was re-issued the following year in book form and scored a major success. It
recounts the adventures of the Rev. Joseph Slapkins and his artist nephew,
and is an amusing record of life in the gay '9os. "It was here that he first
completely found himself and definitely established his own personal method."
Before the publication of this serial as a separate paper-covered booklet,

May had become engaged by 7he Daily Graphic and in addition to working
for this paper and the weekly Graphic he contributed to a large number of
other periodicals. The Phil Map Annual first appeared in r892 and continued
in thirteen winter editions and three extra summer numbers until rgo5, two
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A POLITICAL ARGUMENT
Pen and inje Io) x 8

GIVEN BY PHIL MAY MEMORIAL COMMITTEE I92 I

PHIL MAY IN THE CATACOMBS
Pen and Ink Io X 8 Srgned. PhII May

GIVEN BY PHIL MAY MEMORIAL COMMITTEE I92I

PHIL MAY



years after his death. His first contribution to Punch appeared on 14th October,
i8g3, and in February, r8g5, he was elected to the Punch staff. Guttersnipes,

perhaps the most delightful and characteristic of his publications, appeared in
i8g6. By this time he had achieved an unrivalled reputation as a humorous
black and white artist. Intensely sociable by nature May enjoyed to the full
the opportunities that fame brought him, but the combination of hard work
which his very considerable output of drawings must have entailed, together
with his somewhat reckless pursuit of pleasure, began to undermine his health
from about t8g7 onwards. When he died on the 5th August, igo3, of phthisis
and cirrhosis of the liver his weight had been reduced to only five stone.

Phil May is of course chiefly renowned for the brilliance of his pen and ink
drawings. Most of his published work was necessarily of the "comic" type,
but even as a humorist he was original. Instead of illustrating a laboriously
devised "joke," he made the fun an integral part of the drawing and then, so
to speak, touched it off with a few words or even a single word of caption as
in the drawing of the bibulous gentleman in the station buffet who repudiates
an offered cup of tea with the words: "Tea!! Me!!!!".This economy of
means is equally characteristic of him as draughtsman and humorist. The
simplicity and directness of the finished article, however, were not achieved
without considerable pains as the following description of his method shows:
"First of all I get the general idea, of which I sketch a rough outline, and
from this general idea I never depart. Then I make several studies from the
model in the poses which the drawing requires and re-draw my figures from
these studies. The next step is to draw the picture completely, carefully
putting in every line necessary to fullness of detail: and the last to select the
particular lines that are essential to the effect I want to produce and take the
others out." The Leeds collection of his work, chiefly the gift of the Phil May
Memorial Committee in r gz r and r ga7, contains a number of these preliminary
studies, and it is from these that the illustrations for this article have been
chosen.
The drawing of "Punch" reproduced on page t i as an inset in the text was

given to the City Art Gallery by Archibald Ramsden together with a letter
addressed to Ramsden from William Howgate, the picture dealer, who explains
that as a boy Phil May was frequently brought to his gallery in St. Andrew'
Chambers, Park Row, and that on one occasion the boy gave him "this
trifle" as a token of gratitude. On page r4 is the reproduction of an oil
painting signed "C. F. Lowcock" and dated ">877," called 7he Connoisseurs

which has been recently acquired by the City Art Gallery and it is interesting
to note that the seated connoisseur holding the magnifying glass has been
identified as William Howgate. The painting probably shows a room in
Howgate's house in Woodhouse Lane but the gilt framed pictures which adorn
the greater part of the wall space are presumably a fair sample of the pictures
which Howgate showed to Phil May three years earlier in r874. As he spoke
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Howgate noted the "dreamy-far-off-look" which came into the boy's eyes
which seemed to betoken "the imaginative faculties at work." fudging by the
drawing of Punch one is inclined to surmise that May's thoughts may have
wandered from the gilt-framed pictures to the person of the connoisseur who
was speaking to him about them. Twenty-six years later he did a brilliant
pencil study of a connoisseur (reproduced on page I6) seen from the back.
This shows his skill in full maturity but although the position has been reversed
it is interesting to note the similarity of gesture. Ramsden has already been
mentioned as one of May's earliest employers. Later they became friends and
May did a pencil sketch of his head: remarkable like all May's best work for
the extraordinary vigour of the handling and characterization. Reproduced
on the same page as the drawing of 7he Connoisseur is a sketch of Henry
Thompson, the landscape artist, with whom May stayed in Paris. The sketch
is a study for a pen and ink drawing in the "Brother Brushes" series. Henry
Thompson edited the Phil Map Annual. May's unsurpassed mastery of pen
and ink is seen at its finest in the drawing reproduced on page I8 showing the
priest in the catacombs. The hectic scene sedately called A Political Argument

STUDY FOR GUTTERS1VIPES Pennl, pen and ink 7$ x g$
GIVEN BY PHIL MAY MEMORIAL GOMMPPI'EE Iga I

PHIL MAY
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reproduced on the same page and the study for a drawing in the Guttersnipe
series reproduced on page ao are fine examples of May's preliminary studies.
Like all true artists Phil May was unique both as man and artist, as unique

in his own way perhaps as Aubrey Beardsley, at the other end of the scale of
human and artistic values, was unique in his. Phil May published one
drawing in the Savoy and seems to have shared with Beardsley a similar style
of haircut; they also both died before their prime, but it would be difficult to
think of anything else they had in common. Between these extremes comes
William Nicholson, who was friendly with May and designed his bookplate
showing the head of a coster girl which is, incidentally, Nicholson's first woodcut.
May was one of the first to appreciate the posters made by the Beggarstaff
Brothers and caricatured Pryde and Nicholson hawking their wares.

RECENT ACQUISITIONS [contintted from page 2o]

two boys represented died in 171'. The portrait is being exhibited at the
City Art Gallery as the Picture of the Month for August.
Colour lithographs by Sven Berlin, Robert Colquhoun, Edwin La Dell,

Ceri Richards, William Scott, Keith Vaughan, and a colour wood engraving
by Blair Hughes Stanton, were acquired after the exhibition of lithographs
lent by the Redfern Gallery in London. None of these artists were previously
represented in the city's collections.

THE LEICESTER GALLERIES
LEICESTER SQUARE:: LONDON

Proprietors: ERNEST BROWN 8r PHILLIPS LTD.

The following EXHIBITIONS have recently been held

"IN PARIS NOW"—Works by living French
Artists

DORA GORDINE—Recent Sculpture
The HOWARD BLISS COLLECTION
ALFRED STEVENS—150 Drawings
AUGUSTUS JOHN O.M„R.A.—Paintings and

Drawings
WILLIAM SCOTT—Recent Paintings
GORDON CRAIG—Drawings and Engravings
JOHN PIPER—New Pictures
MERLYN EVANS—Imaginative Paintings

EDWARD BAWDEN—Recent Water-colours
The MICHAEL SADLER Collection
The HUGH WALPOLE Collection
The Art Collection of Sir W. ROTHENSTEIN
The HUGH BLAKER Collection
The LOUIS FERGUSSON Collection
IVON HITCHENS—Paintings
LUCIEN PISSARRO—Memorial Exhibition
JEUNE PEINTURE FRANCAISE
Sir A. MUNNINGS P.R.A.—Paintings

Painting» by well-known Britislt and Frenelt artists altoays on oiett~
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REDFERN GALLERY
?o CORK STREET LONDON W. t

Contemporary
British and. French

: .I)

PAINTINGS
WATER COLOURS

DRAWINGS
LITHOGRAPHS IN COLOUR

!

Blue Interior, traversed with a red
Crri Richards

band Telephone REGent t 7 p 2 Open to- 6 Sat to- t

Distinguished
Old & JModern Paintings

ROLAND, BROWSE 6 DELBANCO
19 CORK STREET OLD BOND STREET

LONDON VU. I
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PAINTINGS DRAWINGS

FRENCH XVIII CENTURY
FURNITURE

OBJETS D'RT
BY THE FINEST MASTERS

OPEN DAILY
SATURDAYS 10-1 Telephone:

MAYFAIR 0602

147 NEW BOND STREET
LONDON

W.1
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A:3A:V.:SGA::::4Y
FINE MODERN PAINTINGS

rv

~ p,

n

I
Br. R. SICKERT

LAZARUS BREAKS HIS FAST Canvas 30X 25
Illustrated r Emmons, page 222

Pamred 1927

92 NEW BOND STREET LONDON W.1

Published in Leeds by THE LtERAatas AND AaTs (ART GALLERT AND TEMRLE NawsaM HOUSE) SUE-COMMnTEE
jointly with THE LEEDs ART CQLLEcTIQNs FUND
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